FIGURE 22.  c.1926.  CREAM SILK TENNIS DRESS. Known as a tub (washable) silk, this sporty dropped waist dress features a deep pointed bias collar cut in-one with the front tie. The long sleeves open at the wrist on the underarm seam and are finished with a cuff that ties. The box pleated skirt is attached at the dropped waistline. Short red and black vertical bars, “dotted” with gold circles, are embroidered along the lower edge of the bodice front. An embroidery depicting a woman with a tennis racket adorns the left bodice front.  

**Donor:**
Mrs. Richard C. Bagen. Cl.74.304.3.
Pattern 22: c.1926. CREAM SILK TENNIS DRESS. CI.74.304.3.

**DIAGRAM:**
- **B** Collar Edge Stitched to Bodice Front, Matching Pts. A, B, C, Cut 1.
- **C** Back Neck Facing: Cut 1 or Fold.
- **D** Bodice Back Cut 1.
- **E** Sleeve Cut 2.
- **F** Sleeve Seam Open Below Pt. E.

**INSTRUCTIONS:**
- **Skirt:** Cut 104" Across; Seam Fabric As Necessary For Total Of 8 Inverted Box Pleats. Pleats Are Tucks Tacked Vertically For 5". Fits 40" Hips.
- **Applique Cleavage.** Sleeve Matching Pt. E and Lower Edge Edges Of Tie Ends Are Picked.
- **Cufftie Cut 2.**